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ABSTRACT

Electronic Health Records are a digital version of paper-based records. Studying previous treatment, care and medications is important for making diagnosis for the current situation. The aim of this paper relates to the use of EHR as a means of communication between patient and health care provider with a focus on how EHRs communicates health information for unconscious patient to physicians. As accessing records requires credentials of patient and if the patient is not in a condition to enter his credentials, this leads to the scope of dynamic access control. Dynamic access control is provided by dividing EHRs into different levels. The basis for these levels is physician’s specialization and patient’s health status. This framework is implemented with the help of a WAMP server using PHP and MySQL.
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to describe access control to Electronic Health Record (EHR) specifically for the unconscious patient. An EHR is a digital version of patient’s records. These records include sensitive information about a patient’s health. The majority of the research is aimed at static access control where the access permissions are predefined [2,7] and describes requirements of access control. In their view, patients should have control over their records, grant and revoke access, should delegate control to someone to access certain parts of their health records, also patients should be able to hide certain details. One important requirement of access control is the need-to-know aspect during emergencies. Most of the articles considered static access policies, they considered that patients have predefined permissions to certain doctors, healthcare workers, or hospitals. Defining access permissions is based on a patient’s knowledge of the people treating them or an institute to which they get admitted. During emergencies, patients may not be in a condition to remember passwords or security numbers, may be admitted to institutes for which they have not given access permissions. As per Rosenthal [28] article, a model patient’s access key may be known by their relatives but at that time relatives may not present or have access. Due to all these possibilities finding the right information at the right time becomes a difficult task. To resolve these issues different levels of EHR are maintained and to access these levels different login credentials are required based on sensitivity of information. To see the records of unconscious patient we used his fingerprints. Also, to track accountability of clinicians viewing the records we used the physician’s fingerprint.

RELATED WORK

Several studies have been conducted to examine different situations or scenarios in relation to access control.
1. HEALTH COMMUNICATION:

Berry’s [3] health communication is the situation among different players which include doctors, patients, relatives, family friends and carers. The communication may be verbal or non-verbal. Ruben [8] explains the wide nature of health communication ranging from face-to-face to settings outside clinical environment, which include local grocery stores, retail stores, television, billboards, and magazine advertisements. With the expansion of this range health communication has potential to boon or bane. This hampers the quality, security, and applicability of information given in the situation. To make an accurate diagnosis patient-doctor communication is important. [35] The patient’s level of consciousness, the amount of physical care given to the patient and the presence of relatives are the factors influencing the communication. [36] Physical examination depends on history but tracking of history is possible only when patient is conscious and carries his/her previous prescriptions. There is possibility that patient is unaware about medical jargons and can’t remember medicine names. [38] In case of unconscious patients, history is collected by questioning person who is familiar with the recent history of patient. [34] Personalized care can be achieved by addressing unconscious patients by their preferred names, encouraging family and friends to contribute the sound of familiar voices and discussing subject in which patient has interest. [36,38] strategies to communicate with unconscious patient work only when patient is accompanied with his/her relatives, which is not possible all the time. Arar [5] found that the use of EHR plays important role in information exchange by providing information about medications, prescriptions, renewals and refills. [1] The EHR assists physicians in preparing prescriptions by giving information about their medications. The use of EHR has positive impact on patient-doctor communication.

2. ACCESS CONTROL IN EHR:

Badr [22] proposed an authentication and authorization protocol to manage EHR using a public-key cryptosystem. In this paper, the hospital has access rights on long-term historical EHRs of a targeted patient. When the patients want to transfer their EHR from previous organization to a new one (which may be clinics, hospitals, social organizations), the patient must grant access permission to the new organization. Assigning permissions to new organization is possible when patient is conscious. If patient is unconscious and admitted to new organization then it is difficult to access EHR. [28] proposed a framework in which the patient encrypts personal medical data according to different access policies and stores it in the cloud.

Ming [23] set out that the EHR owner (patient) formulates the access policy, encrypts the data, and uploads it to the cloud server. EHR users (doctor or nurse) who can download data from the cloud server and decrypt it. Rosenthal [28] says to provide accountability this system provides access to only authorized doctors. The patient’s key is known to his relatives only. Here patient accompanied by relative who knows the key is mandatory condition, which is not possible every time.

Darnasser [29] focused on system which require coordination among doctors and patients. In this system user of the system has to give a reason for accessing the EHR. Grunwell [27] presents a system in which hospital staff members authorized by a medical institute are allowed to access EHR. Grunwell [27] used three scenarios, which are: a parent is given complete access to manage child’s EHR. 2. A healthcare worker is given access to manage the record of a patient with a mental disability under their care. 3. A doctor grants access to one of the nurses caring for one of his patients to add data to record. Nelson [33] proposed four different levels of consent. In general, there is full access to citizen’s health data. General consent with specific conditions is a general agreement but some restrictions in terms of the person, data, and purpose are defined. General denial with specific conditions complements the consent type to give access to his/her data. General denial does not consent to give access to his/her health data.

In Lo [21] and Grunwell [27] models, the hospital has access to EHR of regular patient. But who is actually going to access the EHR is not clear. Sun [20] provides access control to doctor but patient’s key is known by relative. There is no facility to track unauthorised access by patient’s relative. [24] provides different levels but, these levels are statically defined. We can’t predict in emergency which information doctor will require? Ming [23] also, focuses on static access control. [27] used three scenarios which use static access policy and which are prone to insider threat.

In the existing work, the data owner may be a patient, doctor, or hospital. When the data owner is a doctor or hospital, the patient has to request for data access and patient data is prone to insider threat. When data owner is patient information is collected by wearables or maybe by using sensor devices which is not possible every time for
Facial recognition is not suitable as it is affected by different expressions, different physical and mental conditions, age. Remembering Citizen Id, mobile number is difficult for patient as physical condition may hamper his mental ability. Also, it is easy for intruder to get access to patient’s EHR using his name, citizen id, mobile number. DNA sequences are highly intrusive and more expensive.

As our focus is to identify unconscious patient and access his health record, in this paper to capture patient identity we used fingerprint. For conscious patient we used his unique identification number.

**ALGORITHM**

**1. THEORETICAL BASE FOR THE ALGORITHM**

We used Northouse [6] and Northouse’s health communication model as a base for the implementation of this algorithm. According to this model health communication refers to transactions between participants in healthcare and about health-related issues. [6][3] The model illustrates four relationships: professional-professional, professional-client, professional-client’s significant others, client-significant others. Professional and client have unique characteristics, beliefs, values, and perceptions to the healthcare settings, which affects their interaction. Here, professional is doctor and client is patient under treatment. The client’s significant other’s include family, friends, work colleagues. This model considers the communication which is conducted among patient and doctor in doctor’s cabin or hospital ward, which is face-to-face. In our work, we consider the changes in communication between patient-doctor, due to introduction of Electronic Health Record. In our model there are three role players: patient, doctor and relative. Most of the communication and information exchange is between doctor and patient. The role of relative is just to give consent to doctor to access most sensitive information of patient. This information exchange is designed for treatment setting, in which doctor requires information about patient’s health history. Any role player can misuse

**3. PATIENT IDENTIFIERS:**

Patient identifier is defined as information associated with patient that uniquely identifies individual as a patient to whom treatment is intended. From literature the patient identifiers used are fingerprint, DNA sequences, Iris scan, Facial recognition, CitizenID, finger vein system.

**TABLE 1: PATIENT IDENTIFIERS USED IN LITERATURE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR.NO.</th>
<th>FINDINGS</th>
<th>REFERENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Patient identifiers-Patient’s fingerprint</td>
<td>[10], [26], [11], [12], [13], [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Patient identifiers-Facial data</td>
<td>[16], [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Patient identifiers-encrypted mobile number, gender and name-value of patients</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Patient identifiers-Iris identification</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Patient identifiers-finger-vein system</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Patient identifiers-DNA sequences</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Patient identifiers-citizen ID</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
information available to him, which is not considered by Northouse and Northouse’s health communication model. We design our model by considering misuse of information and made the communication more secure. Our model also focus on availability of information when two (patient and relative) of the three role players can’t provide information and still third role player (doctor) can access the records without disturbing security. In all this procedure information accountability is also prevented by taking credentials of each user.

2. MODEL FOR LEVEL-BASED ACCESS CONTROL:
This section explains about different level are maintained. These levels are based on doctor’s specialization as well as patient’s health status. As per doctor’s specialization the model is classified into three main levels. General, Special, and complete, for which login gets changed as per patient’s health status which may be conscious or unconscious. There are many definitions to define consciousness. In this model we used definition of consciousness given by [28] as condition of people or creature when they are awake and responsive to sensory stimulation. The three levels in this model are:

- General EHR: contains data about patient’s visit to general physician.
- Special EHR: contains data about patient’s visit to specialized physician and general visits. Ex. if Alice visits gynaecologist her doctor can view details filled by gynaecologist if any and her general EHR.
- Complete EHR: Contains data about patient’s complete health.

We present here six scenarios that describes access control process in a hospital to enable medical staff members to gain access to patient’s EHR even if patient is unconscious.

1) Conscious patient comes to general physician:
When Alice comes to doctor Bob, doctor used his login id and asks patient for her login id and can view the general EHR.

2) Unconscious patient comes to general physician:
When unconscious Alice admitted to general physician Bob, doctor use his login id and uses Alice’s fingerprint to view her general EHR.

3) Conscious patient comes to specialized physician:
When Alice comes to gynaecologist, she wants to show her gynaecology records to doctor Bob, but she doesn’t want to disclose about her psychiatry treatment. In this case doctor uses his login id, Alice uses her login id and fingerprint to access special EHR. This displays only gynaecology records and records filled by general physician.

4) Unconscious patient comes to specialized physician:
When unconscious Alice admitted to gynaecologist, she wants to show her gynaecology records to doctor Bob, but she doesn’t want to disclose about her psychiatry treatment. In this case doctor uses his login id and fingerprint, Alice’s fingerprint is used to access special EHR. This displays only gynaecology records and records filled by general physician

5) Patient wants to view his records:
When Alice wants to view her EHR by entering her login id she can view complete EHR.

6) Doctor (general or specialized) wants to view complete EHR of unconscious patient:
When unconscious Alice admitted to any physician Bob who may be general or specialized and doctor wants to view complete EHR bob has enter his login credentials id and fingerprint, Alice’s fingerprint and Alice’s nominated relative’s fingerprint.

4 PROTOCOL DEFINITION:
This section about how algorithm works with different access permissions.

Meaning of symbols:
D=Doctor,
Ds=Specialised doctor,
Dg=General doctor
P=Patient,
Pc=Conscious patient,
Pu=unconscious patient
T=Tuples of EHR,
Ts=Tuples of SEHR,
Tg=Tuples of GEHR
GEHR=general EHR,
SEHR=special EHR,
CEHR=complete EHR
dgid, did = id for a generalized and specialized doctor
pcid = id for conscious patient
df, df, Ri =fingerprint for doctor, patient, relative

When doctor login in system as general physician dgd and patient is conscious pc then login requires patient and doctor id (dgid, did) respectively. Then displayed records belongs to general EHR (gehr), which is intersection of all...
tuples T and tuples with general visits Tg. When doctor enters new record Tnew one more tuple gets inserted in general tuples Tg and then updated Tg = union of original Tg and Tnew.

If (D=dg & P=pu)
{
    Login (dgid, pid)
    Display (gehr where dsp=general)
    Tg, Tg ∩ T
    Insert(gehr)
    Tg, Tg U Tnew
}

When doctor is general physician dg and patient pu is unconscious, then login requires doctor id dgid, doctor fingerprint df and patient fingerprint pf. Records displayed includes general EHR are intersection of general tuples and all tuples. New entry results in union function.

Elseif (D=ds & P=pu)
{
    Login (sid, pid)
    Display (sehr where dsp=rs)
    Ts, T ∩ T
    Tg, Tg ∩ T
    Ts, Ts U Tg
    Insert(sehr)
    Ts, T U Tnew
}

When doctor is specialized and patient is unconscious, then login requirements are doctor’s specialization dsp and patient’s fingerprint pf. Result displayed includes records matching to doctor’s specialization and general records.

Elseif (D=dg & P=pu)
{
    Login (dgid, pid)
    Display (sehr where dsp=rs)
    Tg, Tg ∩ T
    Tg, Tg ∩ T
    Ts, Ts U Tg
    Insert(sehr)
    Tg, Tg U Tnew
}

When patient wants to view his records, then login requires patient’s id pcid and complete EHR (cehr) get displayed.

Elseif (p= pc)
{
    Then    Login(pcid)
    Display (cehr)
    T = T ∩ null
    Insert (cehr)
    T U Tnew
}

When doctor may be general or specialized and patient is unconscious and doctor wants to view complete EHR, login requires doctor’s id did, doctor’s fingerprint df, patient’s fingerprint pf and patient’s nominated relative’s fingerprint Rf. Tuples displayed include all tuples.

Elseif (D=ds | dg & P=pu)
{
    Login(did, df, pid, Rf)
    Display(Cehr)
    T = T ∩ null
    Insert(cehr)
    T U Tnew
}

IMPLEMENTATION

[33] five methodologies namely: Formal, Experimental, Build, Process, and Model which are applicable to computing science research. Computing Science (CS) most of the time uses experimental methodology. Experimental methodology includes two steps. One is identification of a question and another is finding suitable solution. [37] define Experimental Computer Science (ECS)
as “the building of, or the experimentation with or on, nontrivial hardware or software systems.” [31] discussed three methodologies in computing science: Theoretical, Experimental, and simulation. Theoretical methodology uses logic to prove relationships among different objects. Simulation enables scientists to examine their models virtually. Experimental methodology studies concepts which are related to human creation. Here, experiments are related to information. [31] conducted a survey to investigate methods applicable to research in computing. The results show strong support to experiments as the method of data collection. Experimental method is related to creation of new algorithms comparison of existing algorithms. So, considering all these points researcher has used experimental method to achieve research objective of this research. This model is implemented using WAMP server with PHP and MySQL. We have created databases in MySQL which described doctor, patient and relative information. Patient database includes fields which are, name of patient, his unique id, date of record insertion, Symptoms, doctor’s specialization, medicines and medication_till_date. To complete this database, we took data from webMD and drug.com websites. This data includes names of medicines and symptoms to which medicines get applied. The focus is to implement access control scenarios and to view patient’s records, so pseudo database is generated. The data is not related to any real patient, leads to no scope for ethical consent. Following are the steps user has to perform while searching health records:

1) Account creation and login
2) If user is doctor, he can access data based on his specialization
3) If doctor is general physician, then he can access GEHR
4) If doctor is specialist, then he/she can access SEHR matching to his/her specialization
5) If doctor (General Physician/ Specialist) wants to access CEHR he has to take permission from patient if he/she is conscious or from patient’s relative if patient is unconscious.
6) When patient is unconscious patient identifier is fingerprint
7) For searching SEHR and CEHR identifier used for doctor and relative is also fingerprint.

**DISCUSSION**

The objective of this paper was to develop dynamic access control in EHR which will access even records of unconscious patients. To achieve this objective, researchers have used an experimental methodology. This paper discussed Northouse and Northouse’s health communication model. The model described importance of players in the communication. According to this model, the setting in which communication is carried out also play important role. The settings which are mentioned in this model are doctor’s cabin or hospital ward. The purpose of this communication is to capture more information about patient’s problem, his health history, his symptoms and give his accurate treatment. We used this model, with players patient, doctor and relative. The prior model is best when doctor-patient or doctor-relative or patient-relative interact face-to-face. Whereas latter proves best when unconscious patient comes to doctor and doctor has no way other than patient’s Electronic Health Record to access his health history. As introduction of EHR brings ease of access to information, security issues and information misuse together make up the other side of the coin. At that time our model with dynamic access control provides better solution. Researchers proposed this model which access system with fingerprints. When there is a scenario in which unconscious patient without hands comes to hospital there is need to use another patient identifier, which is future scope for this model. Dynamic access control will be applicable to other sensitive databases.

**CONCLUSION**

As EHRs are storing sensitive, as well as important information, we classified this information based on its sensitivity and importance. Sensitive information is classified as general EHR, Special EHR and complete EHR. To access details of unconscious patient we used fingerprints. Use of different access scenarios and different patient identifiers leads to future scope.
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